
Just like all of us, peak performance expert Andrew Haley has had his share of
ups and downs. As a child Andrew had cancer twice and each time was given a 35%
chance to survive. Even though he lost part of his right leg, Andrew never let it
dictate his life.
Andrew is a living reminder that no matter what negative things may happen in
your life, you can always try and turn it into something positive. Take control of
your life and always try to learn and be better next time. We each have the power
to be AMAZING. The only question is, are you ready to take it to the next level? To
control your own destiny?
Andrew’s real and inspiring views cover three decades of real-life in-the-trenches
sport and personal experience. He appreciates and shares with his audience that
being a champion and turning pressure into performance is a moment-to-moment
choice and is able to relate and inspire each listener that success is more than
title, tenure or position. Excellence is for everyone, every day. It's how we should
live our life. In his talk, Andrew’s fusion of real-life stories and his conversational
techniques connect with his audience at an intimate, intense and individual level.
Andrew is a former world class World Record setting Paralympic swimmer having
won, among other competitions, gold medals at the 1998 World Championships and
the 2000 Paralympic games. He has served as his swim team’s captain and is a
recognized leader in Paralympic sport. He is also a successful businessman who
works for the Toronto Blue Jays. He continues to work with the best and brightest
in the performance excellence field. In March of 2015 Andrew was inducted into
Swimming Canada’s Circle of Excellence.
Andrew also finds time to give back to his co...

Testimonials

Andrew Haley

Your message of determination in the face of adversity was extremely impactful
to me. The line I was most significantly left with was - 'tough times do not last,
tough people do.' Your talk encouraged me to take a step back and really assess
what I hold to be meaningful, and, most importantly, to list out goals that I have
until now only seen as unachievable. You have proven that any height is
reachable.

- Healthcare Supply Chain Network Conference.

"Andrew’s positive attitude, amazing story, and infectious energy are inspiring.
If you are looking for a dedicated, generous and motivated individual, I can think
of no one that fits the description better than Andrew."

- Director, Global IT Operations Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts.
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